
“CELEBRATIONS”



the space
Chable Yucatan

Chablé Yucatán incorporates the splendor of the aristocracy 
and the foundation of Mayan well-being. Luxury attracts, as 
beauty does, along with knowledge and health. However, luxury 
does not only translate to fine objects. Instead, luxury involves 
a sense of seeing the world, living in harmony, and receiving 
the gift of life. Luxury is to live authentic experiences in comfort 
and magnificence, without forgetting physical and spiritual well-
being, certainty of one’s role in the universe and an individual’s 
conscience. Luxury is not a visit – it is a method of living. Luxury, 
well-being, knowledge, and beauty demand our deepest harmony. 
We are heirs of an unimaginable legacy of wealth.

Whether you are planning an exuberant and stylish event or an 
intimate elopement, Chable Yucatan will seamlessly execute a 
tailormade experience that will exceed your expectations.





Chable Yucatan is a magical 
setting for any special 
celebration. Once awarded as 
The Best Hotel in the World by 
the UNESCO, the possibilities of 
creating one-of-a-kind events 
at the resort are endless. 

Chable Yucatan has earned 
the appreciation of clients and 
gained much respect within 
the industry as providers of 
a unique luxury experience 
through its exceptional service. 
And now, Chable Yucatan 
would love to see how it can 
help guests create their dream 
celebration. 



Every event is as unique as the people 
throwing it, and the resort has been 
fortunate enough to plan many of them. 
Chable Yucatan has designed grand 
affairs to intimate weddings, while 
encompassing everything in between. 

Chable Yucatan works directly with 
guests to select the perfect venue, 
determine the event’s design, and 
organize a talented team of vendors and 
service providers for the celebration. 

From florists to musicians and 
photographers to sommeliers, the resort 
has cultivated an in-depth knowledge of 
the event industry and will transform a 
vision into an incredible reality. Once the 
vision is set, Chable Yucatan manages 
the details and creates the stage for a 
flawless celebration.



As guests begin to arrive to the resort’s unique hacienda, and explore 
their own spectacular casitas or villas, Chable Yucatan allows visitors 
to unwind and enjoy time with family and friends. The resort is available 
for guests behind the scenes to supervise the setup, monitor the 
schedule, and manage the event staff, all while assuring the process is 
executed smoothly. 



Seal your love 
and make it an 

unbelievable
story at 

Chable Yucatan.

The Wedding



Imagine arriving to your wedding day a few months from now... 

The weather is warm and sunny, all your loved ones are gathered 
around enjoying the celebration and you feel relaxed and ca-
refree, with the comfort of knowing everything has been taken 
care of. 

Your ceremony will be a breeze, and the reception immaculate! 

Bring imagination to the most enchanting venue where the an-
cient experience merges with modern elegance to create a char-
ming space for a dreamed event.

One’s wedding day is so much more than the vows and the rings. 
It’s the day one has been dreaming about all their life. It’s the 
meticulous attention to detail that sets one special day apart 
from the rest – it’s when one finally says, “I do.” Because a time-
less love deserves a celebration like no other.

D I S C O V E R  M O R E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQbCGDXzYEM


Celebrate with 
impressive indoor 

or outdoor spaces

Celebrations



Chable Yucatan’s dedicated staff connects intimately with people 
at significant life moments. Whether the resort collaborates on 
a wedding, graduation, celebration of life or other milestone, 
the resort cherishes getting to know guests on a personal level, 
while listening to what’s important to create a ceremony with 
true meaning.

An individual’s vision combined with the resort’s setting and 
experience inspires the tone. The words, rituals, and symbolism 
speak to attendees present in a genuine and heartfelt manner.
 
Celebrate with impressive indoor or outdoor spaces that can 
be arranged to suit the vision of one’s special day. The resort’s 
dramatically stunning property will be the enlivening inspiration. 
Chable Yucatan has built a global reputation for creating 
outstanding luxury celebrations and the press has being kind 
enough to document some of them. 

The resort invites guests to create their most memorable 
moment at the Best Hotel in the World.



The perfect spot for 
your special experience

Our venues



Chable Yucatan counts with various venues. All of them unique with amazing 
views, crafted cuisine, and signature service. Whether you want modern elegan-
ce or outdoor casual, the resort can create an unrivaled experience. Celebrating 
at Chable Yucatan goes beyond any special gathering.





Culinary Proposal

Our culinary offer 
is diverse and 
original

One of Chable’s pillars is the extraordinary cu-
linary program curated by the acclaimed chef 
Jorge Vallejo, restaurant owner of Quintonil in 
Mexico City, which has been continuously awar-
ded as one of “The 50 Best Restaurants in the 
World”. Under his leadership, Executive Chef 
Luis Ronzon, enhances the gastronomic expe-
rience, making a visit to the resort’s culinary 
spaces an experience that you will never forget.




